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Following a successful decade of exploration of the basic principles of laser-plasma acceleration (LPA), dedicated 
PW-scale systems are being built around the world to demonstrate operation of laser-plasma accelerators at 
higher energy and beam quality. The next decade will be crucial for the establishment of LPA as a mature 
approach to the next generation of accelerators, with potential impact on future international collaborative 
programmes in high-energy physics. 
The Italian National Istitute of Nuclear Physics, in collaboration with the Italian National Research Council has 
promoted and funded a LPA programme which included a range of activities, including LPA with self-injection 
and external injection and the generation of tuneable X-ray radiation from Thomson scattering of LPA electron 
bunches for medical applications. 
The commissioning of the 300 T W Frascati LAser for Multidisciplinary Experiments is now being completed 
and the a test experiment on electron acceleration with self-injection is in progress. 
An overview of the LPA programme will be given with a detailed description of the FLAME installation and 
the planned test experiment. 
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Experimental results of the LOASIS (Lasers, Optical Accelerator Systems Integrated Studies) Laboratory of 
LBNL achieved with the routine operation of a 10 T W (Godzilla) and a 100 T W class laser system (TREX) 
are reviewed. Recent laser plasma acceleration (LPA) results include GeV electron beam production in 
3-cm capillary discharge [1], controlled injection via longitudinal density tailoring in a plasma channel [2], 
LPA electron beam control using quadruple magnets, and e-beam characterization using optical transition 
radiation (OTR), phosphor screen monitors, and cavity based beam pointing monitors (BPMs). Progress on 
the development of an undulator-based e-beam diagnostic will also be discussed. 
These recent LPA experimental results open up new opportunities to develop compact, extremely bright light 
sources with wavelengths spanning the extreme edges of the electromagnetic spectrum from the THz waves, 
through the deep UV and hard X-rays, to multi-MeV gamma radiation. The physical processes in these light 
generation methods are 

• Coherent transition radiation generated by the LPA e-beam at a plasma-vacuum interface for THz 
radiation generation [3], 

• Undulator radiation in a LPA-driven free electron laser (FEL) for XUV generation [4]. 
• Betatron motion and emission of synchrotron radiation from the accelerated electrons in a plasma 

channnel for keV-range X-ray generation. 
• Thomson scattering of visible laser light on LPA electrons for gamma ray production. 

Design of experiments and early results of measurements performed in the LOASIS Program at LBNL, as well 
as the prospects for light source applications based on LPAs will be reviewed. 
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In contradistinction to the main-stream fast ignition scenario based on collisional stopping in the compressed 
DT-fuel of relativistic electron beams (REB) in the 1-2 MeV energy range (ER) [1], we consider an ultra-
relativistic extention of the Malkin-Fisch [2] attempt at using REB in the several tenths of MeV ER, and stopping 
them in target through strong induced Langmuir turbulence. We stress therefore the additional and substantial 
contribution to REB stopping of strongly inelastic reactions such as the Trident production of electron-positron 
pairs.In the 100 MeV and higher ER bremsstrahlung turns significant and hard Gamma come also into play 
to enhance these processes. We thus specifically stress electro-disintegrating deuterons and tritons, firstly in 
nucleons and eventually at higher energy with negative pion production included. In the latter case, it seems 
attractive to consider pion-catalyzed DT fusion in a very dense and hot plasma with no sticking. This claim 
is supported by preliminary estimates based on Debyelike diatomic plasma orbitals. More interplays between 
Resulting positrons and pions of either sign are also seen to contribute to in situ stopping of ultra-relativistic 
REB.The latter would then drive efficiently a fast ignition target with a significantly reduced beam intensity and 
without hole boring issues. 
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The triggering of wave-breaking in a three-dimensional laser plasma wake (bubble) with a nanowire is 
investigated. The Coulomb potential from the wire is used to disturb the wake field to initialize the wave-
breaking. Controlled electron acceleration in the bubble regime is controlled by optimizing the plasma density. 
The origin of beam disparity in emittance and betatron oscillation orbits, in and out of the polarization plane 
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